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Abstract

Analytical methods for authenticity testing have been described for all types of food and can give us important indications for

analytical strategies to be developed for the detection and quantitation of genetically modi®ed foods. Transgenic plants contain

newly introduced traits or marker genes that are expressed and should be detectable by DNA or protein-based methods. Recent

literature clearly favours PCR as the method of choice for the identi®cation of GMO-derived food. Quantitative competitive PCR is

an important extension of this method allowing to control labelling and maximum limits to be set for genetically modi®ed crops in

non-GMO-crops. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The authenticity of food and the methodology for
testing are well-known topics in food science since many
years. Generally, all component characteristics for a
speci®c food are suitable. Highly discriminating are
proteins and nucleic acids. For a long time nucleic acids
present in food were not considered as an interesting
class of compounds in food chemistry, and indeed to
recognize a relation between DNA and food quality is
not obvious. However, two new developments com-
pletely changed the situation:
· the discovery of the polymerase chain reaction al-

lowed the rapid in vitro ampli®cation and analysis
of small amounts of speci®c DNA-fragments (Saiki,
Gelfand, Sto�el, Scharf, Higuchi, Horn, Mullis & Er-
lich, 1988). The applications of this new technique in
various ®elds are numerous.

· plant genetic engineering is rapidly proceeding and
has led to numerous genetically modi®ed cultivars
and many products are already on the market.
DNA-analytical methods are the most promising
way to distinguish between genetically modi®ed or-
ganism (GMO) and non-GMO-products (Niederha-
user, Gilgen & Meyer, 1996; Hemmer, 1997.

2. Parameters for food authenticity

What is the meaning of food authenticity? The word
``authentic'' is generally de®ned as ``reliable, trustwor-
thy, of undisputed origin, genuine''. Foodstu�s are
generally of plant or animal origin. Therefore, the reli-
able identi®cation of the species is a key issue for food
authenticity and should preferably be based on param-
eters which do not undergo too much alterations during
food processing.

The identi®cation of meat species is an example to
demonstrate how useful and appropriate the application
of various analytical techniques can be. The examina-
tion of the fatty acid isomer pro®le by capillary gas
chromatography and determination of fatty acids at the
2-position in triglycerides after enzymic hydrolysis can
provide information which will allow tentative identi®-
cation of some meat species. But, the interpretation of
data from mixtures and processed products is almost
impossible. Much more work has been done on protein-
based methods which can be subdivided into electro-
phoretic methods and immunoassays. Most widely used
are isoelectric focusing and various forms of (commer-
cially) available ELISA kits. Heat lability of proteins is
the main obstacle for a general application of these
methods although the use of antibodies directed against
heat denaturated meat proteins is an interesting devel-
opment (Lumley, 1997).
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DNA-based methods for meat species identi®cation
have been developed mainly in recent years. DNA is a
relatively stable molecule and speci®c recognition of
unique sequences of DNA from samples can provide the
basis of highly speci®c assays for species identi®cation.
In early attempts the total genomic species DNA was
used as a probe. In our laboratory several PCR-systems
have been designed for species di�erentiation: The
primers used by Meyer, H�ofelein, L�uthy and Candrian
(1995) are complementary to conserved areas of the
vertebrate mitochondrial cytochrome b gene. The am-
pli®cation product is a 359 base-pair fragment including
a species-variable 307 base-pair region. Restriction
endonuclease analysis is used for di�erentiation among
species. H�ubner et al. used a similar approach for the
identi®cation of 23 ®sh species. Further detection sys-
tems based on DNA-analysis have been described for
wheat by Allmann, Candrian, H�ofelein and L�uthy
(1993) and for soya by Meyer et al. All these systems are
screening methods although some attempts have been
made for a semiquantitation in case of meat mixtures.

3. Genetically modi®ed products

The Flavr savrTM tomato was the ®rst genetically
modi®ed product entering the commerce that was itself a
genetically modi®ed organism (GMO). Since then at
least 27 other genetically engineered agricultural crops
have been approved by US authorities and in other
countries Hemmer (1997). These genetically engineered
plants can be categorized as follows:
· Improved product quality (durability, ®rmness, fruit

ripening delayed).
· Pest resistance (insects, nematodes, viruses).
· Agronomic bene®ts (herbicide tolerance, hybrid sys-

tem).
The Flavr SavrTM tomato belongs to the ®rst cate-

gory. This tomato contains an arti®cially introduced
gene that is transcribed into a messenger RNA (mRNA)
anti-sense to mRNA from the polygalacturonase (PG)-
gene. The complementary in vivo base pairing of these
two molecular species results in inhibition of the ex-
pression of the gene, with a dramatically decreased PG-
activity in the transgenic tomatoes. The enzyme PG
degrades pectin, a major constituent of the cell wall of
the fruit. Its inhibition increases the shelf-life of the to-
matoes and prevents them from becoming soft.

4. Analytical methods for GMOs

The ®rst method for GMO identi®cation in foodstu�s
was speci®cally developed to identify the Flavr SavrTM

tomato Meyer (1995). This tomato contains in addition
to the already mentioned PG-gene the kanr gene, con-

ferring to resistance to kanamycin and the cauli¯ower
mosaic virus promoter CaMV35S. The detection of these
three foreign sequences could be achieved by developing
two PCR assays. One primer pair ampli®es a 173 bp
fragment from kanr. The second primer pair consists of
an oligonucleotide hybridizing to the promoter sequence,
the other being complementary to the Flavr SavrTM-gene.
The resulting amplicon is 427 bp long. Fresh tomatoes
from di�erent countries, a sample of canned tomato and a
Flavr SavrTM tomato were analysed. Only the genetically
engineered tomato yielded the two speci®c amplicons. A
protein-based analytical method is not applicable in the
case of the Flavr SavrTM tomato (or in general when anti-
sense technique is used) because the genetic modi®cation
does not produce a new protein in the plant.

A further example of a genetically modi®ed product is
the soybean ``Roundup ReadyTM'' which belongs to the
category ``agronomic bene®ts'' and is admitted in the US
and the EC. This plant contains as a new element in the
genome, the EPSPS-gene from Agrobacterium tumefa-
ciens producing the enzyme 3-enolpyruvyl-shikimate-5-
phosphate-synthase. This bacterial enzyme is not
inhibited by the herbizide glyphosate (``Roundup
ReadyTM'') and makes the plant resistant to the herbizide.

The genetically modi®ed maize ``Maximizer'' belongs
to the third category, ``pest resistence'', and contains the
synthetic endo toxine cryIA(b) gene, which is 65% ho-
mologous to the natural bacterial cryIA(b) gene origi-
nating from Bacillus thuringiensis.

For both plants a set of speci®c and sensitive PCR-
systems have been developed. K�oppel, Stadler, L�uthy
and H�ubner (1997) designed a nested PCR-system for
the ``Roundup ReadyTM'' soybean setting the primers
into three of the four new introduced genetic elements,
the 50-end of CP4-EPSPS gene, the chloroplast transit
peptide gene and the 35S promoter. The detection of this
combination of genetic elements is highly speci®c for the
Roundup ReadyTM soybean. The detection limit is 20 pg
DNA corresponding to 0.01±0.1% GMO soybean in
conventional material.

For the detection of the ``Maximizer'' maize Studer,
Dahinden, L�uthy and H�ubner (1997) set the primers
into the cryIA(b) gene. Therefore, this PCR allows the
detection of all genetically modi®ed plants containing
the synthetic cryIA(b) gene. The detection limit was in
the same order of magnitude as the system described
before. To control the ampli®cation potential of the
extracted DNA, a second maize speci®c PCR system
based on the zein storage protein gene was developed.
This system allows to check whether a maize-derived
product contains ampli®able DNA or not. A similar
PCR-control system for normal soja has been published
by Meyer, Chardonnens, H�ubner and L�uthy (1996).

An alternative to the described more or less speci®c
methods for a certain genetically modi®ed product is the
use of a screening method as described by Pietsch,
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Waiblinger, Brodmann and Wurz (1997). This method
uses target sequences present in genetic elements most
commonly found in transgenic crops such as the cauli-
¯ower mosaic virus 35S promoter, the nos-terminator or
the aminoglycoside-3-phosphotransferase (npt II)
marker gene.

Many of the approved genetically modi®ed crops
contain newly introduced genes that are expressed in the
transgenic plants and thus should be detectable by DNA
as well as protein-based methods. Immunological tech-
niques such as ELISA could therefore allow detection of
GMO-derived products. However, all immunoassays
depend on the availability of the ``new'' proteins ex-
pressed in the GM plants and the availability of speci®c
antibodies. A further obstacle for the application of
immunoassays may be the rather low expression levels
of transgene products in tissues used for human con-
sumption. Most of them are in the lower ppm range and
some even in the ppb or ppt range Hemmer (1997).

An important aspect in GMO food analysis is
quantitation, since maximum limits of GMO in food are
the basis for labelling in the EU. Therefore, adequate
quantitative detection methods must be available.
Quantitative competitive PCR was already described in
the early 1990s. A ®rst application on the determination
of GMO in food has been described by Studer et al. for
genetically modi®ed soybean and maize Studer, Rhyner,
L�uthy and H�ubner (1998).
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